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Possible Néel Orderings of the Kagomé Antiferromagnet

Abstract
Possible Néel orderings of antiferromagnetically coupled spins on a kagomé lattice are studied using linear-
spin-wave theory and high-temperature expansions. Spin-wave analysis, applied to q=0 (three spins per
magnetic unit cell) and to √3 × √3 (nine spins per cell) Néel orderings yield identical excitation spectra with
twofold-degenerate linear modes and a dispersionless zero-energy mode. This dispersionless mode is
equivalent to an excitation localized to an arbitrary hexagon of nearest-neighbor spins. Second- ( J2) and third-
( J3) neighbor interactions are shown to stabilize the q=0 state for J2>J3 and the √3 × √3 state for J23. A high-
temperature expansion of the spin-spin susceptibility χαβ(q) is performed to order 1/T8, for n-component,
classical spins with nearest-neighbor interactions only. To order 1/T7 the largest eigenvalue of the
susceptibility matrix is found to be independent of wave vector with an eigenvector that corresponds to the
dispersionless mode of the ordered phase. This degeneracy is removed at order 1/T8. For n=0, the q=0 mode
is favored; for n=1, the band is flat; and, for n>1, the maximum susceptibility is found for a √3 × √3 excitation.
Similar results are found for the three-dimensional pyrochlore lattice. The high-temperature expansion is used
to interpret experimental data for the uniform susceptibility and powder-neutron-diffraction spectrum for the
kagomé-lattice system SrCr8−xGa4+xO19.
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Possible Neel orderings of the Kagome antiferromagnet
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Possible Neel orderings of antiferromagnetically coupled spins on a kagome lattice are studied using
linear-spin-wave theory and high-temperature expansions. Spin-wave analysis, applied to q=O (three
spins per magnetic unit cell) and to &3X &3 (nine spins per cell) Neel orderings yield identical excitation
spectra with twofold-degenerate linear modes and a dispersionless zero-energy mode. This dispersionless
mode is equivalent to an excitation localized to an arbitrary hexagon of nearest-neighbor spins. Second-

(J2) and third- (J3) neighbor interactions are shown to stabilize the q=O state for J2) J3 and the
&3 X &3 state for Jz (J3. A high-temperature expansion of the spin-spin susceptibility y p(q) is per-
formed to order 1/T, for n-component, classical spins with nearest-neighbor interactions only. To or-
der 1/T' the largest eigenvalue of the susceptibility matrix is found to be independent of wave vector
with an eigenvector that corresponds to the dispersionless mode of the ordered phase. This degeneracy
is removed at order 1/T'. For n =0, the q=O mode is favored; for n =1, the band is Hat; and for n ) 1,
the maximum susceptibility is found for a &3X&3 excitation. Similar results are found for the three-
dimensional pyrochlore lattice. The high-temperature expansion is used to interpret experimental data
for the uniform susceptibility and powder-neutron-diffraction spectrum for the kagome-lattice system

SrCrs, Ga&+„Oi9.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ordering of antiferromagnetically coupled Heisen-
berg spins in solids is usually some kind of Neel ordering
in which the average sublattice magnetization per site is
nonzero at low temperatures in three dimensions' and at
T=O in two dimensions. In one dimension, by con-
trast, the average sublattice magnetization is zero even at
T =0 although short-range antiferromagnetic correla-
tions can be quite large. The ground state of quantum
Heisenberg antiferromagnets with nearest-neighbor ex-
change in one dimension is a kind of "spin liquid" which
is incompressible (i.e., which exhibits a gap in the excita-
tion spectrum) for integer spin and compressible (gap-
less) for half-integer spin. Quite generally in any dimen-
sion, one expects the quantum antiferromagnet (QAFM)
to have either a unique ground state or a finite number of
equivalent ground states, that is, that the entropy per site
at T =0 will be zero.

Possible orderings in the ground state of a QAFM in-

clude Neel, helical, ' spin liquid, ' ' ' spin nematic, di-
mer, ' "or chiral liquid. ' ' The triangular QAFM is
thought to exhibit long-range Neel order at 5 =0 (Ref.
14) of the type shown in Fig. 1(a) for large spin S and pos-
sibly even for S =

—,', although this last statement is by no
means proven. ' Dimer ordering is found for various
SU(n) models for large n and may survive in the limit
n ~2, i.e., for S =

—,', for models with competing further-
neighbor interactions. ' There are no proven examples
of spin liquid or dimer ground states for the Heisenberg
QAFM in d ) 1, but likely candidates would appear to be
highly frustrated lattices with small coordination num-

bers such as the kagome [Fig. 1(a)] and pyrochlore" (Fig.
2) in which the classical Heisenberg AFM is highly de-
generate and hence no particular Neel ordering is
favored. Clearly, to determine the ground state of the
QAFM on such highly frustrated lattices one will have to

f a M f a

a s f a

a s f a s f a

a

a M f a M f a

(b)

FIG. 1. Some two-dimensional lattices for which the
nearest-neighbor Ising antiferromagnet exhibits finite ground-
state entropy: (a) triangular, (b) kagome, and (c) Union Jack.
The vector spins in (a) correspond to one of the ground states of
the XFor Heisenberg models on this lattice.
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estimate the energy of the Neel ordered state on these
structures to be in a position to compare it to the energy
of any of the special quantum ground states mentioned
above.

Even determining the Neel ground state for an AFM
on such highly frustrated lattices is nontrivial. In fact,
for classical Hamiltonians, such as the Ising and the clas-
sical XY and Heisenberg antiferromagnets the ground-
state manifolds may have a nonzero entropy per site.
This is the case, for instance, for the Ising antiferromag-
net (AFM) on a number of two-dimensional lattices (e.g.,
triangular, kagome, Union Jack, etc. , see Fig. 1). These
systems are disordered at T =0 and have finite ground-
state entropy. ' The frustration which disorders the tri-
angular Ising AFM is somewhat relieved for the classical
XY and Heisenberg AFM's which order in the Neel state
shown in Fig. 1(a).' However, for other lattices, such as
the kagome in 2D and the pyrochlore (Fig. 2) in 3D, the
classical Heisenberg AFM is probably disordered at
T =0, as is suggested by mean-field' and Monte Carlo
calculations. ' However, the situation is not entirely
clear, because even for classical systems, one can expect
removal of degeneracy when fluctuations beyond mean-

field theory are taken into account.
In principle, after the ground-state manifold is deter-

mined, one can then study how fluctuations resolve the
degeneracy within this manifold. ' There have been a
number of studies which show how quantum ' ' or
thermal fluctuations can remove classical or mean-field
degeneracies between inequivalent structures. In such
cases one is usually faced with considering the competi-
tion between different structures in a relatively restricted
manifold. In the early calculation of Shender, the de-

generacy was with respect to a single angle between two
sublattices which were uncoupled in a mean-field sense.
In that case one has a degeneracy at one point in the Bril-
louin zone where a mean-field treatment predicts no gap
in the excitation spectrum, but where quantum fluctua-
tions lead to a nonzero gap. More recent1y, removal of
degeneracy of soft lines (i.e., an excitation spectrum with
no gap along a particular direction in the Brillouin zone)
has been studied in the context of a model with compet-
ing interactions between nearest and further neigh-
bors. ' In the present case, the physics may be similar,
but here our spin-wave calculations indicate a much more
pathological scenario involving the existence of a soft
zone. Such a result was previously obtained for the sus-

FIG. 2. The three-dimensional pyrochlore lattice of corner-
sharing tetrahedra.

ceptibilities of both the kagome and pyrochlore lattices'
and is implicit in the results of the spin-wave calculations
of Zeng and Elser. Here we analyze two candidate
structures for the kagome lattice. We find that in both
structures the noninteracting spin-wave spectrum is gap-
less throughout the Brillouin zone. This degeneracy can
be trivially removed by considering further-than-nearest-
neighbor interactions. It can also be removed by consid-
ering quantum fluctuations, and we are currently carry-
ing out such calculations. Here however, we present a
simple calculation which shows how thermal fluctuations
remove the degeneracy over the entire zone. This calcu-
lation consists of a high-temperature expansion to incorp-
orate in a controlled way the effect of thermal fluctua-
tions. Indeed we find that in general there is a removal of
degeneracy, but it only occurs at rather high order in the
expansion. Thus the quantitative effect of this removal of
degeneracy is not so easy to analyze.

Physical examples of the kagome structure include
second layer He on graphite ' and the stacked kagome
system, SrCrs „Ga4+ 0&9. ' These latter compounds
exhibit diffuse neutron scattering over a broad tempera-
ture regime. Obradors has emphasized the very large
values of the ratio, f, of the Curie temperature to the or-
dering temperature in this material. Another family
of stacked kagome layers were the jarosites,
MFe3(OH)&(SO~)z, where M can be H30, Na, K, Rb, Ag,
NH4, Tl, Pb, or Hg.

Experimental realizations of the pyrochlore structure
include CsMFeF6, M =Mn or Ni, and the class of com-

pounds, R2M207, where R is a rare-earth atom and I is
Mn or Mo. ' These compounds are described as exhibit-
ing "spin-glass-like" behavior, including large entropy re-
moval at low temperature with no associated sharp phase
transition, irreversibilities in dc magnetization, frequency
dependence in the ac susceptibility, and diffuse neutron
scattering over a wide temperature range in the absence
of any magnetic Bragg peaks. ' '

The studies described in this paper are intended to give
some insight into the possible orderings of the Heisenberg
AFM on a kagome lattice. The results are derived from
two kinds of calculations. The first, described in Sec. II is

a linear-spin-wave analysis of two possible Neel states of
the spin-S Heisenberg QAFM. (See Fig. 3.) One of these
is a q =0 state in which the three sublattices of the ka-

gome contain spins oriented 120' apart. The other is a
&3X &3 structure, considered by earlier authors, con-
taining nine sublattices, which is obtained from the or-
dering triangular structure by deleting one-quarter of the

spins, corresponding to the hexagon centers of the ka-
gome. For nearest-neighbor interactions only, the linear
spin-wave spectra for these two ordered states are identi-
cal, and each exhibits a zero-energy dispersionless mode,
which we identify as a zero-energy local excitation of the
spins, with alternating sign, around any hexagon. In-
clusion of second- and third-neighbor interactions (J2 and

J3) stabilizes the excitation spectrum of the q =0 state for

J2 —J3 )0 and that of the &3 X &3 state for Jz —J3 (0.
The second calculation presented in Sec. III is a high-

temperature expansion of the wave-vector-dependent sus-

ceptibility y &(q) for n-component classical vector spins,
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tice with lattice constant 2a (a is the nearest-neighbor
separation), and the r are sublattice vectors, r, =(a,0),
rz=(a/2, —&3a/2), r&=(0,0). Henceforth we will set
a =1. The kagome lattice and basis vectors are shown in
Fig. 4. We consider Neel states in which neighboring
spins are oriented 120' apart from some plane taken to be
the x-z plane in spin space. We call the three orientations
A, B, and C and write spins in the crystal frame in terms
of spin components referred to these local axes (indicated
by tildes) as follows:

S„=(S"„,S „,S'„),

FIG. 3. Two possible Neel states of the kagome lattice: (a) a
q=O state in which spins on each of the sublattices are parallel
to each other and make an angle of 120 with the spins on the
other two sublattices and (b) a &3X&3 structure which is ob-
tained by deleting 4 of the ordered spins of a triangular lattice
to form a kagome lattice.

to order P in powers of the inverse temperature P. For
the kagome lattice, y p(q) is a 3X3 matrix for each q.
The eigenvalues of this matrix are the susceptibilities of
"normal modes" of the disordered state. The remarkable
result which we obtain is that the largest eigenvalue of
y p(q) is independent of q to order P . The condition for
the q independence of this mode of g p(q) is shown to be
that the position-space susceptibility g,~

gives zero when

j is summed, with alternating sign, around any hexagon
not containing site i For n%. 1 this condition is first
violated in eighth order in the high-temperature expan-
sion. We find that the wave function at which the suscep-
tibility is maximal is q =0 for n =0 (which describes
self-avoiding walks ) and for n ) 1 is q=q~3, the wave

vector of the i/3 X &3 structure. We find a similar result
for the three-dimensional pyrochlore lattice.

In Sec. IV the calculated susceptibility is used to inter-
pret experimental data for the uniform magnetic suscepti-
bility and for the powder-neutron-diffraction spectrum of
SrCr8 Ga4+„0». The paper concludes with a sum-
mary and discussion of the main results of the paper and
of the implications of the present calculations for under-
standing the possible ground states of the quantum cases,
S =-,', 1, etc.

The simplest case to consider is the q=O Neel state in
which spins on sublattices 1, 2, and 3 are of type A, B,
and C, respectively. Writing

H =H)+H2+H3, (2.3)

where H„ involves only nth-neighbor interactions, then
for n =1 and 2:

H„=—J„g g '"' ——S R, S R,p+S R S R
RaR'P

—SR+SR,P

+sin (a —P)(S R S R

—SR, SR,p)

(2.4)

Hi ———Ji g g' 'SR ~ SR
R,a R'

(2.5)

R, =2r,

where the (n) over the second sum restricts R+rp to be
an nth neighbor of R+r . For third neighbors (n =3),

II. LINEAR-SPIN-WAVE THEORY

The Hamiltonian, including further neighbor interac-
tions, has the form

H =—g g J(R+r —R' —rp)SR SR p,
1

R, a R', P
(2.1)

where R and R' are lattice vectors of the triangular lat-

Qz

0& 0& 0& 0&

FIG. 4. Kagome lattice with sublattices labeled to corre-
spond to the q=O structure. The basis vectors for the q=O
structure are r&, r2, and r3=0. The Bravais lattice vectors are
Rl =2r, and R2=2r, ~
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since third neighbors lie on the same sublattice for this
choice of Neel state. Note that there are two ine-

quivalent sets of third neighbors in the kagome lattice,
one reached by two nearest-neighbor steps and the other
(on opposite sides of a hexagon) by three. Here J3 refers
to coupling of the first type, and the latter coupling is ig-
nored.

The linearized Holstein-Primakoff transformation to
boson spin-wave operators is

For eigenvalue k the unnormalized eigenvector is

v(A, ) =
cosq ) cosq 2 +A, cos( q )

—
q2 )

cos g

cosq, cos(q )
—

q2 ) +A, cosq2
)

(2.14a)

For the special case A. = —1, a more convenient form of
the unnormalized eigenvector is

S "R =3/S/2[c (R)+c (R)],
S g =iv'S/2[c~(R) —c (R)], (2.6)

V )
=

sing 2

—sinq,

sin( q, —
q 2 )

(2.14b)

S R =S —c (R)c (R) .

The Neel state energy per spin for this case is

E() /( 3N) = —
(J, +J2 —2J3 )S (2.7)

where the c (k) are defined by

where N is the number of unit cells, and the harmonic
spin-wave Hamiltonian is

H' '= —S g [ y II(k )c (k )cp(k)+ y' )I(k )(2)

k, a, P

X [ct (k)cd( —k)+c, (
—k)c)3(k)]}

(2.8)

We define the unitary transformation

S„(k) =U„ /~ v„~ (2.1 5)

where U„ is the a component of the eigenvector associat-
ed with k„, and the operators

d„"(k)=gS„(k)c (k) (2.16)

Then H' ' of Eq. (2.1 1) becomes

H' '= —JS g [ [8+2K,„(k)]d„(k)d„(k)—3A,„(k)
k, p

X [dt (k)d„( —k)+d„(k)d„( —k)] }

c (R)=
—ik (R+r )

a (2.9)
(2.17)

and
r

y'„",(k) =8(J, +J2 )
—16J3 1 ——g cos2k (re —r )

1

PXa

which can be diagonalized as follows. First define
momentum and coordinate operators such that
[P&(k),Q„(q)] = i5)r+—q 05&, where 5 here is the
Kronecker delta:

y(2)(k) —0
(2.10}

y "tI(k)=2J)cosk (r)3
—r ) +2J2cosk (r + r&

—2rr ),
y(2)(k) — 3 y(()(k)

Q„(k ) = —[d „(—k ) —d „(k ) ]P

P„(k)= —[d„(k)+d„(—k)]
2

Then

(2.1 8a)

(2.1 Sb)

where the subscripts a, P, and y must all be different.
It is instructive to consider the nearest-neighbor case

J2 J3 0 and J, =J. Then

H' '= —JS g [
—(4+ A,„)+ (4—2A,„)P„(k)P„(—k )

(2) 1

k, p

+(4+4K,„)Q„(k)Qq(—k)] (2.19a)
H'2'= —JS g [ ( 85 &+2A I))c (k}c)3(k)—3A tt

k, a,P

X [ct (k)c&t( —k)+c (k)c~( —k }]}
(2.1 1)

where

cos(q, —
q2 ) cosq,

=E) +g H„'
I

where E, = —3NJS [+„A,„=0 by Eq. (2.13)] and

H„' ' =—JS g [(4—2A.„)P„(k )P„(—k )

(2.19b)

A= cos(q, —q2)

cosq, Cosg 2

Cosg 2 (2.12} + (4+4K.„)Q„(k)Q„(—k) ] . (2.20)

Consider first the p = 1 term (A. )
= —1 ),

and q) =k„, q2=(k„—V 3k )/2. The matrix A has ei-

genvalues
H', '= —JS QP((k)P)( —k)(2)

k

(2.2 1)

A, )
= —1 (2.1 3)

A2 3 2 I 1++4[cos q, +cos q2+cos (q, —q2)] —3}

This Hamiltonian describes a mode with no restoring
force, i.e., a zero-frequency mode for all k. We wil 1 dis-

cuss this mode in detail below, but first we consider the
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Hamiltonian for modes p=2, 3. Since it involves har-
monic oscillators, it may be written in terms of normal
mode operators which satisfy [a„(k),a „(q)]—=5& 5„„:

H„' '= g e„(k)[a„"(k)a„(k)+—,']
k

for p=2, 3, where

e„(k)=JS+2[1+A,„(k)][2—A,„(k}]

=JS1/2[sin q&+sin q2+sin (q&
—q2)]

=JS~3lkl, lkl«1.

(2.22)

(2.23)

Note that e„(k) is the same for p=2 and 3, yielding a
twofold degenerate linear mode.

Returning to the (p=1) zero-energy mode, it is clear
that such a dispersionless mode can be used to construct
zero-energy local modes. Such a mode will be of the form

Dt(R) = —g F(k)dt(k)e'"'1

k

(2.24)

where F(k) is a form factor. Using Eqs. (2.9) and
(2.14)—(2.16) and choosing

F(k)=2ie ' ' lv, l,
we obtain

D~ = c&t(R+R2 —R&)—czt(R)+c&(R—R, )

—ct, (R+R2 —R, )+ct2(R) —cd(R —R&) .

(2.25)

(2.26)

The six sites associated with the operators in D, (R) lie at
the vertices of a hexagon centered at the point
RH =R+r2 —r, (see Fig. 5). Classically, for spins lying in
the x-z plane in their Neel state, the mode D~&(R) corre-
sponds to tipping spins around the hexagon alternately in
and out of the plane. If the tipping angle is 8, the energy
of such a mode is proportional to 8 with a positive
coeScient. Thus in the classical case, anharmonicity ap-
parently stabilizes the soft modes, and presumably this
will also be the case for quantum spins. On the other

1, R-Rt 3, R

Z, R—R] 2, R

3, R—R, +R, R Rr+R

FIG. 5. The hexagon of sites involved in the right-hand side
of Eq. {2.26), which describes the local zero-energy mode. The
phase factors {+)or {—) for this mode are shown. Sites are la-
beled by their sublattice index, followed by the Bravais lattice
vector of their unit ce11.

I p
——' S [(y" +2y' ')(y ' —2y' ')] (2.27)

where y"' and y' ' are the 3X3 matrices defined in Eq.
(2.10). I & can be diagonalized numerically for various
values of J2 and J&. In addition, analytic expressions for
the eigenvalues can be obtained in the long-wavelength
limit. We find that for J2 & J& there are three nondegen-
erate linear modes with slopes (versus wave vector k)
given by

le)l/k =3S[(Ji+J2)(Jz —Jg)]'",

l e2l /k =S [3(Ji +J2 )(J, +3J2 —8Jq ) ]'

ls, lk =S[3(J,+J, )(J, —5J, )]' ' .

(2.28a}

(2.28b)

(2.28c)

For J2 =J& the frequency of the lowest mode, c.&, is iden-
tically zero as in the special case of J2 =Jz =0 considered
above, and for J2 & J& this frequency is complex indicat-
ing that the q=0 Neel state is unstable for J, &J,. In
fact we shall see below that the &3 X V3 structure is sta-
bilized for J2 &J&. Spin-wave spectra for the case
Jz/J& =0.05, J&/J, =0.03 along the X and F directions
of the Brillouin zone are shown in Fji;. 6.

The calculation for the v'3 X &3 structure proceeds
along the same lines as above. The energy/spin of the
Neel state is

Eo/9N = —(J, —2J~+Jq )S (2.29)

where N is the number of &3 X&3 unit cells, each con-
tainin nine spins. Comparing to Eq. (2.7), we see that
the 3Xv 3 Neel energy is lower than that of the q=0
state for J2& & J&. For the linear spin-wave analysis, Eqs.
(2.8) and (2.9) are unchanged except that now the sublat-
tice indices a and P take on values 1 to 9 and the y ma-
trices, which become complex, must be redefined accord-
ingly. This is easily done with the help of a diagram such
as that of Fig. 7 which shows the equilibrium orientations
(A, 8, or Q and the relative positions of sublattices
1, . . . , 9. The resulting 9X9 matrices y'" and y' ' are
tabulated in Appendix A. These matrices are used to
construct the dynamical matrix I by Eq. (2.27) (which is
also valid when y" ' and y' ' are complex Hermitian ma-
trices), and I is then diagonalized numerically. The re-
sults are analogous to those of the q=O structure with
linear modes folded back into the three times smaller
Brillouin zone. However, now the slope of the
two lowest "acoustic" branches is equal to
S[(J&—J2)(12J&+6J2+6Jq}]', and the lowest-lying
"optical" mode has a gap at zero wave vector equal to
S [(J& —J2 )(18J,—36J2 ) ]'~ . Spectra for the case
J2/J& = —0.05, J&/J& = —0.03 along the X and F direc-
tions of the Brillouin zone are shown in Fig. 8.

For the special case of nearest-neighbor interactions

hand, it is clear that further neighbor interactions can
stabilize these modes as we shall now see.

For general J2 and J~, it is straightforward to show,
using, for example, a generalization of the transformation
(2.18), that the normal mode frequencies for the Hamil-
tonian of Eq. (2.8) are the positive square roots of the ei-
genvalues of the matrix
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only, it is shown analytically in Appendix A that the
linear spin-wave spectra of the two Neel states are identi-
cal when folded into the same Brillouin zone. Hence,
these two states have the same ground-state energy to or-
der S. This energy has contributions F, from Eq. (2.19),
zero from the ground state of HP' in Eq. (2.21), and
e (k)/2 from the modes with p =2 or 3, so

E 2 1 1

3N 2 3N ~ „
= —JS + — g g E„(k)—JS

= —JS —0.4412JS, (2.30)

where 3N is the number of sites. For S =
—,', this energy is

—0.4706J. Elser found an upper bound of —0.4167J
for the ground-state energy by considering the effect of
fluctuations on dimer states for S=

—,'. A lower bound of
—0.5J follows from the solution of the three-site problem
(a single plaquette) with open boundary conditions.

FIG. 7. Sublattice numbering (1,2, . . . , 9) and spin orienta-
tions ( A, B, and C) for the &3X &3 Neel state. The spin orien-
tations are those shown in the top row of spins in Fig. 3(b).
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FIG. 6. Spin-wave frequencies c,„(q)/JlS for excitations from
the q=0 state along the X and Y directions in the Brillouin
zone, as indicated in the inset, for J, =1, J2 =0.05, and
J3=0.03. The X point is at (2m. /3, 0) and the Y point is at
(0, m. /&3). The nearest-neighbor spacing a has been set equal to
1.

FIG. 8. Spin-wave frequencies c,„(q)/J&S for the &3X&3
state along the X and Y directions in the Brillouin zone, as indi-

cated in the inset for Jl = 1, J,= —0.05, and J3 = —0.03. For q
along the Y direction, the lowest branch and the two highest
branches are each twofold degenerate. The X point is at
(m /3, 0) and the Y point is at (0,2+&3/9). The nearest-
neighbor spacing a has been set equal to 1 ~
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Important differences between the Neel states only
arise when anharmonic effects are considered. In particu-
lar we argued above that, for classical spins the zero
modes of the q=o state are stabilized by fourth-order
anharmonicity. On the other hand, for the +3Xv'3
structure, cf. Fig. 7, the six spins of any hexagon involve
only two of the orientations, e.g., 8 and C, and they are
surrounded by nearest-neighbor spins of the third orien-
tation, e.g., A. Thus, the six spins of any hexagon can be
rotated uniformly around the third spin orientation with
no cost in energy, i.e., the classical restoring force for
this case is zero at all orders in the rotation angle and the
degenerate manifold has a finite entropy per site. We are
presently studying the effects of anharmonic spin-wave
interactions and quantum fluctuations on these spectra.

Our main result from this spin-wave analysis is simply
that the sign of J~ —J&determines the relative stability of
the q=0 and &3X&3 ground states. If the mechanism
for J2 and J3 is some kind of superexchange they could
be of either sign and are likely to be very close in magni-
tude. Thus experimentally the condition

~ Jq —J3 ~ /J( (( 1 is quite plausible, and it is reasonable to
expect that quantum effects could intervene and stabilize
other kinds of ground states.

We note that Zeng and Elser have performed a linear
spin-wave analysis similar to ours for the &3X &3 struc-
ture. Instead of including second- and third-neighbor in-
teractions to stabilize the ground state, Zeng and Elser
introduced a coupling J2 to extra fictitious spins at the

I

center of each kagome hexagon. For J2 =J, the problem
then becomes that of the triangular antiferromagnet with
nearest-neighbor couplings. For J2~0, if the fictitious
degrees of freedom are ignored, their numerical results
tend toward our analytic results for J2 =J3 =0.

(S, SJ ))r=Tr(S, Sje ~ )/Tre (3.1)

where H is taken to include only nearest-neighbor cou-
plings. Expanding in powers of P (k)r =1) and formally
dividing out the denominator gives a cumulant expansion

(s, s, &,= y, (s, .s,H &, ,
m=o m'

where ( ), is a cumulant average

(3.2)

III. HIGH-TEMPERATURE EXPANSION OF y )r(q)

For nearest-neighbor couplings only, (J2 =J3 =0),
linear spin-wave analysis cannot distinguish between the
two Neel states which were considered, except to suggest
that anharmonic effects might be significant. In this sec-
tion we study the susceptibility for ordering of the wave-
vector-dependent magnetization, S (q), by means of a
high-temperature expansion. The virtues of this tech-
nique are (1) that it is unbiased with regard to the sublat-
tice structure of the ordered state and (2), to whatever or-
der it is carried, it includes all anharmonic effects.

The quantities which we need to calculate are

(~ac &
= &~ac ) —&& ) &C 0 0 0

+2'y& . ) &. &&. &( )+0 0 0 0 (3.3)

and ( )0 is an average (at P=O) over all orientations of the spin operators contained within the brackets. The sums,
which are multiplied by ( —1)" '(n —1)!,are over all ways that the product of the operators S; S and H can be distri-
buted into n averages. Writing H as a sum over bonds,

H=JQ(S;(b) SJ((,))
b

and specializing to the case of classical spins so that all of the terms in H commute with each other, we obtain

(3.4)

oo
1(S, .s, )r)= g ( —PJ)

m=0 m &tm2!. . . &(s, s, )(s,.„,s,.„,) '(s,„,s, ,„,) ' (3.5)

where the prime over the sum means that g, m, =m, and
the product in the average is over all bonds. Because of
the properties of the cumulant, only connected clusters of
bonds with m %0 will contribute to the sum in Eq. (3.5}.

It is useful to represent contributions to (S, Si )(r di-
agrammatically. To each set of m s in Eq. (3.5) we asso-
ciate a diagram, which, to avoid later confusion, we call a
"simple" diagram. In a simple diagram S;.S. is
represented by a dashed line connecting sites i and j and
such a line is called an "external line. " In addition, each
factor of S;&b~.S (b& from the Hamiltonian is represented
by a solid line connecting sites i (b} and j(b). Obviously
the rule for writing down the contribution of a simple di-
agram is to take a factor ( PJ} /m! for e—ach bond

covered by m solid lines and to multiply the result by the
cumulant average required in Eq. (3.5}. Figure 9 contains
a number of simple diagrams which arise in the calcula-
tion for m 4. It is instructive to calculate the expansion
for n-component classical unit vector spins, including not
only the Ising, XI; and Heisenberg models (n =1,2 and
3) but also the self-avoiding walk problem for which 2

n =0. To generalize the results of this section to spins of
length S, one should replace J by JS, or better (to take
partial account of quantum effects) by JS(S + 1 ).

Thus the diagram for m = 1 in Fig. 9 represents

—pJ((S, S.) ),= —pJ((S') )0= (pJ/n) . (3.6)—
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Note that this diagram only occurs when i and j are
nearest neighbors. For m =2, the diagram in parentheses
is zero because there are an odd number of spin operators
at each site. In general for these classical models any dia-
gram with an odd number of bonds ending at a site (in-
cluding the external bond) is zero. Thus the only nonzero
contributions of order p come from the second m =2 di-
agram in Fig. 9,

(PJ) ((S; S )(S"S„)(S„S;)),=(PJ/ ) (3.7)

For this diagram, i and j can be first, second, or third
neighbors and each occurs only once for a given (i,j )

pair.
In order P, if i and j are nearest neighbors, there is a

contribution corresponding to the first m =3 diagram,

[( —PJ)'/3t](S; S, )'), = [( —PJ)'/3t]

X[((S; S ) ) —3((S; S. ) ) ]

=(pJ/n) n/(n +2) . (3.8)

(
—pJ)'((S; S))(S, Si, )(SI, Si)(Si S;))0= (pJ/n)—' .

(3.9)

If sites i and j can be connected by k 3-step self-avoiding
walks, then the contribution in Eq. (3.9) must be counted

m=1

The second diagram (in parentheses) for m =3 is zero be-
cause of the cumulant property. In general, any diagram
which can be separated into two parts by deleting a single
site has zero cumulant. The last diagram for m =3 in
Fig. 9 is nonzero for pairs of sites which can be reached
in three nonretracting steps. Its value is

k times.
So, up to order (pJ) we have (dropping the subscript p

on thermal averages)

(So-S&)= —y +y +ny /(n +2), (3.10a)

(So Sz) =2(SO S7) =2(So.S5) =2(So.Ss) = —2y

(So S~) =(So S~) =y —2y',
(3.10b)

(3.10c)

where y =pJ/n, and the sites are labeled as in Fig. 10.
For larger values of m, the number of diagrams in-

creases rapidly, and it becomes necessary to organize the
various terms in the sum in a more economical fashion.
It is convenient to combine all simple diagrams which in-
volve the same bonds, but differ only by the number of
multiple coverings of bonds. We therefore introduce
"dressed" diagrams which correspond to summing over
all coverings m, - = 1,2, 3, . . . , of the ith bond. Obviously,
if we work to a fixed order, say mth, in (pJ), then for any
diagram we only need sum over simple diagrams having

g;m; ~ m. Introduction of this shorthand does not shor-
ten the calculation except insofar as it makes it easier to
keep track of the various terms. As was the case for sim-
ple diagrams, the cumulant average vanishes for all dia-
grams with an articulation point, i.e., a point which, if re-
moved, causes the diagram to become disconnected with
respect to solid or dashed lines. Thus chain diagrams
contribute only if the external line connects the two ends
of the chain. Furthermore, the contribution from a given
diagram depends only on its topology (connectivity) and
not on its exact shape. Thus all diagrams consisting of
chains of a given length in which the external line con-
nects the ends of the chain give identical contributions to
the end-to-end correlation function irrespective of their

FIG. 9. "Simple" diagrams of low-order m which contribute
to the cumulant expansion of Eq. (3.5). Solid lines represent in-
teractions in the Hamiltonian. Dashed lines are "external" lines
corresponding to the operator, S;-SJ. For a classical model,
such as treated here, diagrams with an odd number of lines
emanating from any vertex give zero contribution, e.g., the dia-
gram in parentheses for m =2. The diagram in parentheses for
m =3 vanishes when the cumulant average is taken. Other dia-
grams which give zero contribution are omitted.
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24 38

10 19 25 33 39
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3 13 28 42
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5 15 30
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0 0 0
FIG. 10. Sites (numbered 1 through 43) in one quadrant of

the lattice which can be reached from the origin in eight steps
or less.
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exact shape. For the present calculation, extending to
m =8, there are 23 topology classes of diagrams, each in-

volving 8 or fewer bonds with the external bonds explicit-
ly labeled. The diagrams for these topology classes (la-
beled la through 8b, where the number refers to the
number of bonds) are shown in Fig. 11. Since the solid
lines in Fig. 11 represent one or more factors S (b) Sj(bj
from the Hamiltonian, a diagram with m solid lines can
only contribute in order P and/or higher. For example,
la contributes terms of order P J+', j=0, 1,2, . . . ,
whereas diagrams 8a and 8b contribute in order P and
higher. Thus each diagram d with m bonds gives rise to a
contribution to ( S; S ) of the form

(S;.SJ ) = g C&y'. (3.11)
l&m

The evaluation of diagrams with m up to 8 is given in
Appendix B along with a number of useful identities.
The results of all diagrams are presented in Appendix B
in terms of quantities Cz. Our aim, of course, is to calcu-
late (S(r ) S(R+r&)). To get this correlation function
we must combine the C& with the statistics of the posi-
tions of the sites linked by the external line. In other
words, the correlation functions (S(r ) S(R+r&)) are
given by the cumulant averages C&, defined above, times

8 a

a factor Nz(R+r& —r ), which is the number of different
diagrams having topology d which connect the site at r
to the site at R+r&. For example, diagram la connects
sites 0 and 1 in Fig. 10 only once, whereas there are 30
ways that these sites are connected by diagram 8a. Ac-
cordingly, we write

( S(r ) S(R+ r&) ) =gNz(R) & QC&y
' .

1 1

(3.12)

p &(q) = ( S (q) S&(
—q) ),

where

(3.13}

S (q) = g S(R+r )e
&N

(3.14)

Since we are dealing with a classical model, the wave-
vector-dependent susceptibility g(q) and the correlation
function at that wave vector differ only by a factor of T,
which we ignore in this section. In the next section,
when we make comparison with experiment, we will dis-
tinguish between these quantities. Thus

In view of the symmetry of the lattice it suffices to tabu-
late Nz(R) & for a single value of a, which we may desig-
nate as the origin. In Fig. 10 the sites in one quadrant of
the lattice which can be reached in eight or less steps
from the origin are numbered 1 to 43. Data for Nz(R), &

for such sites are given in Table I. Data for sites in the
other quadrants can be obtained using the mirror-plane
symmetry with respect to the planes bounding the qua-
drant of numbered sites shown in Fig. 10. The wave-
vector-dependent susceptibility g,&(q) is given by

a

v
C)

y &(q)=g(S(r ) S(R+r&))e s . (3.15}
R

The susceptibility defined in Eq. (3.15) is a 3X3 matrix
for each value of q in the Brillouin zone. The eigenvec-
tors of this matrix are "normal modes" of the disordered
spin system which can be induced independently by the
appropriate wave-vector-dependent field. The corre-
sponding eigenvalues are the susceptibilities of these
modes. To first order in y =13J/n the susceptibility is

y(q) = —2y cosq r2,

—2y cosq r2, —2y cosq r3]
—2y cosq'r32

—2y cosq r» —2y cosq r32

(3.16)

(-).
FIG. 11. Twenty-three "topology classes" of "dressed" dia-

grams used to calculate the coefficients C~ which appear in Eq.
(3.10) and whose values are listed in Appendix B. The dashed
lines are "external" lines.

The largest eigenvalue of this matrix is pi=(1+2y) for
which the eigenvector is vi of Eq. (2.14).

In order y the susceptibility picks up Fourier com-
ponents involving second and third neighbors with equal
amplitudes. For this case, we find that v& is still an eigen-
vector, as it was for the case J2=J3 in the linear-spin-
wave calculation of Sec. II, and yi =(1+2y) to order y .
In fact, we find that the largest eigenvalue of the suscepti-
bility is independent of q and its eigenvector remains
identical to v& through order y .

To see how this happens in more detail we write v& as
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u
&

=sinq. r& (3.17) y &(q)=gy &(R)cosq (R+r &) .
R

(3.18)

where r& =r&—r, (a,P, y)=(1,2, 3) cyclically permutat-
ed, and If v, is an eigenvector, then

g [y»(R)cosq. (R+ r» )sinq rz3+y3z(R)cosq. (R+ rz3)sinq r»+y33(R)cosq. R sinq. r&z j =g&sinq r,z,
R

which gives

[+3[(R)sinq.(rz3+R+r, 3)+y»(R)sinq (rz, —R)+y3z(R)sinq (rz, +R)+Z3z(R)sinq (r» —
rz3

—R)

(3.19a)

++33(R)sinq (r,z+R)+y33(R)sinq (r, z
—R) ]=y, sinq r, z (3.19b)

TABLE I. Values of Nd(R) &. As explained in the text, we take one site to be at the origin and the other site is at a position la-

beled s, according to Fig. 10.

S

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

la 2a 3a 4a 3b 4b 5b 6b 5c 6c 6e 6f 7f 6d 8b

d
sa
6a
7a
8a
7b
7d
7G

1

7
20
30

2
1

2

6
2
4

32
4
2
0

4
7

12
30
6
2

2
10
22
34
4
2

7
8

12
35

8
3
4

8

12
12
32
12
4
8

7
8

12
35

8
3

8

23
51
4
2
2

2
11
27
46

4
2
4

10

2
12
34
64
4
2
4

5

13
27
51

8
3
6

12

6
16
26
38
10
4
8

13

5

13
27
51

8

3
6

14

4
8

20
59
6
2
4

15

1

7
24
57

2
1

1

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

d
Sa
6a
7a
8a
7b
7d
7G

0
3

18
48
0
0
0

0
0
3

24
0
0
0

1

7
24
57

2
1

2

2
11
27
46

4
2
4

1

5
14
42

2
1

4

0
0
3

22
0
0
0

0
0
2

18
0
0
0

0
1

8

34
0
0
0

0
1

10
46
0
0
0

0
2

14
48
0
0
0

0
2

14
46
0
0
0

0
1

8

34
0
0
0

0
1

6
21
0
0
0

0
0
1

10
0
0
0

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 42 43

d
7a
8a

1

10
3

24
3

22
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The left-hand side of this equation can be written as a Fourier series so that

QM(R)sinq (R+ r,z) =y, sinq. r,z,
R

with

M(R) =—[+3)(R—2r23} X31(R}+732(R+2r12) 732(R+2r32)+X33(R}—+33(R+2r12}] .

(3.20)

(3.21)

Equation (3.20) gives

M(R) —M( —R—2r, ~)=y, 5ao . (3.22)

M(R) =
—,'[g(R& —rz3) —y(RH+rz3)+y(RH+r&3)

—y(RH —r,3)+y(RH +rz, )
—y(RH —rz, ) ]

=—Q(R„), (3.23)

As we shall see, the sum in Eq. (3.21) may be identified
with a sum around a hexagon of sites. To facilitate this
identification we set RH =R+ r, 2. Then if we set

y3,(R)=y(R+r ), we have

origin.
The two hexagons closest to the site at the origin

which do not include the origin are centered at
+(r, +rz). For these hexagons, labeled "0" in Fig. 12,
Eq. (3.25) is satisfied identically by symmetry. The next
closest hexagons are labeled A; in Fig. 12. We find that,
for these hexagons, Eq. (3.25) is first violated in eighth or-
der in the high-temperature expansion. Presumably more
distinct hexagons show violations of Eq. (3.25) in still
higher order in (PJ). Thus in eighth order, all of the ei-
genvalues of y &(q) have dispersion.

We now develop an expression for the dispersion in the
largest eigenvalue y, (PJ,q). For this purpose we write
above the results as

where RH is the location of the center of the hexagon rel-
ative to the origin (which is on sublattice 3). Using this
representation it is easy to show that

A+3 (q)v, (q) =gQ(R~ )sin(q RH) (3.26a)

M( —R —2r, z) = —M(R), (3.24)
where Q(RH) is as defined in Eq. (3.23). Similarly we

find that

so that Eq. (3.22) is

2M(R)=y, 5a p . (3.25)

Referring to Fig. 5, one sees that M(R) represents a sum
over a hexagon of sites centered at RH with alternating
signs, just as in Eq. (2.26).

Let us now see if our assumption about v, being an
eigenvector associated with a dispersionless eigenvalue is
correct. First of all, the eigenvalue y„given in Eq. (3.25),
is indeed independent of q. Its value is related to the sum
around a hexagon which includes the origin. In Fig. 12
the two hexagons of this type (which are equivalent by
symmetry) are labeled "y&." For values of RAO, Eq.
(3.25) indicates that the sum over any hexagon vanishes.
In other words, the condition that the eigenvalue y, be
independent of q is that the sum in Eq. (3.23) vanish
when taken over any hexagon which does not include the

gy„(q)v, (q) = —QQ(RH)sin[(cr„&zq) RH],
a H

gg& (q)v~ (q)= —g+(RH)»n[(o /3q) RH],
H

(3.26b)

(3.26c)

Thus

where o
&

is a reflection about the line y cosP —x sing=0.
[Thus if q = (q„,q~ ), then o &zq

= (
—q„,q~ ). ] If we write

pp+ V where V is the contribution to y which causes
dispersion in y, (q), we see that Vis of order (PJ) . That
means that first-order perturbation theory in V is accu-
rate up to order (PJ)' . Thus

,&v „(q)g &(PJ,q }v«( q )
y)(PJ, q)=, +0((13J)"} .

X.[v i.(q) )'

(3.27)

q 12sinq'RH nq 23 i 0 m/2q RH nq 31 no' /3q RH
y, (pJ, q)= g (RH)

H Sin q.r12+Sin q.r23+Sin q. r31
(3.28)

When M(RH) is zero except for RH=+r, 2, the factor in large parentheses is unity, yielding the correct q-independent
result for g, . To order (PJ),

y, (PJ,q) =2&(r,z)+24(R„)F„(q),
where Rz is the position of the center of hexagon A2 in Fig. 12. From Figs. 10 and 12 we have

2

Q(R~ ) (So'(S4+S7+S)3 S3 Ss S]~))

(3.29)

(3.30)
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and using Table I and Appendix B we get.

4n —1

(n +2)
We construct F„(q) as

q„&3q, 5q„&3q,F (q)= sin + sin +
2 2 2 2

qx +3qy . qx—sin + sin
2 2 2

3&3q,

(3.31)

q—sin
2

&3q Sq„&3q q„
2 2 2 2

sin — + —sin
&3q, q, 3+q,

2 "".2 2
+

+sin(q„)sin(2q„+ &3q» ) —sin(q, )sin( —2q„+&3q» ) (sin q r, 2+sin q r23+sin q r3)) (3.32)

OBz

Qo Qx, Qx,

From Eq. (3.31) we see that the dispersion of the larg-
est eigenvalue is proportional to n —1. The extrema of g&
occur at q=O where F„(0)=4 and at q=q&3 where

F„(q~- )3= —2. That is, the maximum susceptibility is at

q =0 for n =0 (the self-avoiding walk); the band is fiat for
the Ising case (n = 1); and the maximum is at
q=(+2~/3, 0) for the XY(n =2) and Heisenberg (n =3)
cases. Thus the degeneracy is not removed for the Ising
model in this order, and there is a slight tendency toward
&3 X &3 ordering for the classical nearest-neighbor XY
and Heisenberg antiferromagnetic on a kagome lattice.
However, this tendency could easily be overwhelmed by
further neighbor interactions and/or quantum effects.

These conclusions are physically reasonable. First of
all, the self-avoiding-walk correlation function should de-
crease monotonically with distance. That is, it should
show no tendency to form sublattices. For magnetic
problems, in particular for the Heisenberg model, the sit-

uation is quite different. For the classical model, the
ground-state energies of the two structures shown in Fig.
3 are identical. However, as we have said, the &3 X v'3
structure has a nonzero entropy per site, whereas the oth-
er structure has zero entropy per site at T =0. Thus, at
finite temperature, and in particular within the high-
temperature expansion, we might expect the v'3 X &3
structure to have a lower free energy. This result is indi-
cated by the fact that the high-temperature susceptibility
is maximal at the wave vector appropriate to the
&3X &3 structure.

Some numerical results for the high-temperature ex-
pansion of y &(q) for n =3 are presented in Fig. 13 which
shows the three eigenvalues of y &(q) plotted versus q for
pJ =0.9. Note that the twofold degeneracy at q=0 is an
exact symmetry of the lattice.

We have also performed a high-temperature expansion
of the susceptibility for the n =0 model on a 3D pyro-
chlore structure and obtained essentially the same results
as for the kagome. That is, we find that the largest eigen-
values of the susceptibility are dispersionless to order p
and that a q=O mode is favored for n =0 (self-avoiding
walks) in order p . As for the kagome, the condition for
dispersionless modes (two degenerate modes per q vector
for pyrochlore) can be expressed in terms of susceptibili-
ties summing to zero around hexagons, which here do not
lie in a single plane, however. Presumably for the

QA. Qx, Qo

~~
~~

1.8

1.4—

QB,
CL

O
M

lO

1.0—

0.6—

FIG. 12. The hexagons of sites on the right-hand side of Eqs.
(3.23) and which are thus involved in Eq. (3.25). The large dot
represents the origin. Smaller dots are kagome lattice points.
Each hexagon of sites is indicated by a hexagon at its center, in-

side of which is given an identifying label for that hexagon, to
facilitate the discussion in the text. All the hexagons with "A"
labels {or "B",or "y" labels) are equivalent to one another by

symmetry.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I0 Q

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

wave vector q

FIG. 13. Eigenvalues of the wave-vector-dependent suscepti-
bility y p(q) obtained from the eighth-order high-temperature
expansion for PJ=0.90 plotted vs q=(q, 0). The dispersion of
the highest mode is given by Eq. (3.29) in the text.
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Heisenberg model (n =3) a wave vector on the zone
boundary will be favored.

yo(T)= —g(SO S, ) .
1

r
(4.1)

Using the results of Sec. III and Appendix B we obtain

8

Tyo(T)= g a y (4.2)
m=0

where

ao=l, a= —4, a2=12, a3= —29.6, a4=66.4,
(4.3)

256 44 560 68 131 584 809 928 4
5 175 6 175 7 175 8 6125

As noted above, to treat spins of length S we replace J by
J=JS(S+1). Thus for the most appropriate
identification with experiment we set y =PJS(S
+ I)/n =J/(nT). Although Eq. (4.2) can be applied
directly, a more efficient use of the information contained
in the expansion coefficients is obtained by constructing
Fade approximants of the form

1+6 y+ +b y
PM, N(y ) 1+c&y+ +cNy

(4.4)

In particular we have constructed the diagonal Fade ap-
proximants P~M to yo(T) for M =1,2, 3,4. The results
are plotted in the form I/Jyo(T) versus T/J in Fig. 14.
The curves in Fig. 14 give some indication of how rapidly
the sequence is converging. They suggest that the [4,4]
Fade should be accurate to within a few percent down to
T/J= —,'. This function provides a useful way of fitting
the experimental data of Aeppli et al. for T/J )—,', and

IV, COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENT; +0( T) AND I ( q T)

The high-temperature expansion of y &(q) derived
above can be compared to experimental data on the uni-
form, static susceptibility yo( T) of kagome sys-
tems ' and to powder-neutron-diffraction data.
We work in units such that yo( T) may be written as

of extracting the parameter J.
The value of J is obtained by noting that the experi-

mental data for SrCr8 Ga4+ 0» containing spin- —,
' Cr

atoms, extrapolate to zero at —430 K and that the data
fall in the range 0 & T &400 K. By comparison, if we ex-
amine the theoretical curves for 0 & T/J & 2, we find that
a straight line through the higher-temperature points ex-
trapolates to zero at T/J = —2, yielding J=215 K, i.e.,
J=57 K for S =

—,'. Note that JS is the scale factor for
the spin-wave frequencies calculated in Sec. II. The nor-
malization of yo is fixed by fitting the data to the theoreti-
cal curves at T/J =1. The data, thus scaled, are shown
by the open circles in Fig. 14. We note that, although the
data appear to follow a Curie-Weiss law, they do not in
fact extend to the high-temperature regime J/T«1.
The Curie-Weiss function which coincides with the high-
temperature behavior of our expansion is

1
(4.5)

T+4J/3
which intercepts the horizontal axis of Fig. 14 at
T/J= ——'„not at T/J= —2. Also the high-temperature
limiting slope of 1/(Jyo) is equal to 1 rather than to the
value of about —,

' shown in the figure.
The comparison of the sequence of Fades, shown in

Fig. 14, to the data suggests that a higher-order expan-
sion would extend the linear temperature dependence of
1/(Jyo) to even lower temperature. It is tempting to
speculate about whether the exact theoretical result
would exhibit the low-temperature drop seen in the data.
We expect that it would not and that the low-
temperature behavior of the experimental data results
from the fact that, in the experimental system,
SrCr8 „Ga4+ 0» the spin- —,

' Cr atoms which lie in the
kagome layers are diluted with spinless Ga atoms, even
for x =0. In the experiments of Aeppli and co-
workers (x =0.87), the concentration of Cr in the ka-
gome layers was about 80%. As a general rule, dilution
with nonmagnetic atoms relieves frustration. For the ka-
gome system even a small amount of dilution will also act
to lift the degeneracy of the ground state, yielding a
stable spin-glass-like state as is observed experimental-

28, 35

Powder-neutron diffraction measures the angular aver-
age of the equal-time correlation function g ~ &(q),

[3,3]

[4,4] I(q, &)= —xx,~(q))
1

tx, P Powder
(4.6)

0
-2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0

Temperature TlJ
FIG. 14. Comparison of experimental (circles) and theoreti-

cal (solid lines) values of the inverse uniform susceptibility,
1/g(q=O), plotted vs temperature. The curve marked "series"
is the result from the eight-term series for y(q=O). The vertical
arrow on the negative temperature axis is at T/J = ——.See the3'
text for a discussion of the negative temperature intercepts.

where the powder average is over all directions of q on
the unit sphere. The high-temperature expansion for
I(q, T) is effected by replacing every factor of the form
cosq r in y & with sin(qr)/(qr). The curve I(q, T) versus
q, Fig. 15, exhibits a broad peak near Q0=4m/3a in
agreement with the results of Broholm et al. We note
that the presence of a peak at Qo says nothing about
whether the order is of the q=0 or v 3Xv'3 type. It
simply reflects the short-range antiferromagnetic order
on the kagome lattice. Our theoretical intensity, derived
from equal time correlation functions, corresponds to ex-
perimental data integrated up to energies much larger
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1.5

npn
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

wave vector q

FIG. 15. Powder-diffraction cross section, I(q) (integrated
over all energy transfers), for PJ =0.9, as a function of momen-
tum transfer, q. The arrow indicates the value of go=4m. /3.
The nearest-neighbor distance a has been set equal to 1.

than J, whereas the data of Ref. 28 are for energies less
than 5 meV or about a quarter of J. Nevertheless, the
shape of the experimental diffraction peak at low temper-
ature ( T= 1.5 K) is quite similar to our high-temperature
result evaluated at PJ=0.9. Thus it appears that our ex-
pansion to order (PJ) captures at least the qualitative
features of the short-range order observed at low temper-
ature in this system.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied the Heisenberg model on
a kagome lattice using linearized spin-wave theory and a
high-temperature expansion for the two-point correlation
function. Spin-wave theory was carried out for antiferro-
magnetic nearest-neighbor interactions, J, & 0 and
nonzero second- and third-neighbor interactions, J2 and

J3, and for the two structures which we called q=O [Fig.
3(a)] and &3 X&3 [Fig. 3(b)]. The high-temperature ex-
pansion of the spin-spin correlation function y &, where a
and 13 label the three sublattices of the kagome lattice,
was developed for arbitrary n-component classical mod-
els with only nearest-neighbor interactions, up to eighth
order in (J, /kT). y„ the maximum eigenvalue of y &,

was obtained by diagonalizing y &. From this work our
conclusions are as follows.

(1) The spin-wave calculations indicate that, for small

J2 and J3, the v'3 X &3 state is favored for J2 (J3 and
the q=O state is favored for J2& J3. Since we only con-
sidered these two candidates for spin ordering, we cannot
guarantee these states to be absolute ground states.

(2) For either structure, the spin-wave velocity of the
lowest-energy mode is proportional to Q~Jz —J3~. Ex-
perimentally one might expect J2 and J3 to be compara-
ble in magnitude, and hence that Jz —J3 could have ei-

ther sign. For either case, the temperature scale for the
development of order will be much smaller than J, and

possibly also significantly smaller than J2, if J2 —J3 is
smaller in magnitude than Jz.

(3) For the V3 X v 3 structure there is a low-lying opti-
cal mode with energy 3S[(2J,—4J2)(J3 —J2)]'~ in addi-
tion to the optical mode near energy 2J&S. The q=O
structure has no optical modes. Both structures will ex-
hibit two magnon Raman scattering with anomalously

large strength at low frequencies because of the large den-
sity of excitations due to the mode whose frequency is
zero in the classical model when J2=J3. Similarly the
nuclear spin lattice relaxation rate is expected to be
anomalously large in these systems.

(4) The high-temperature expansion shows that the de-
generacy found in mean-field theory, ' that y, (q) is q in-
dependent for the nearest-neighbor model, is not exact.
This removal of degeneracy was also demonstrated for
the pyrochlore lattice which may be viewed as a generali-
zation of the kagome lattice to three dimensions.

(5) Correct to eighth order in (J&/kT) we find that

g, (q)=g, ,„—(J, /nkT) G(q)(n —1)/(n+2), where

y, ,„ is independent of q [but does depend on ( k T/J, ))
and G(q) has a maximum at q=0 and a minimum at the
value of q corresponding to the &3Xv'3 structure. The
fact that q=O is favored for n & 1 whereas the &3 X &'3
state is favored for n & 1, is quite plausible. n =0 corre-
sponds to the self-avoiding-walk (SAW) problem, and we
do not expect SAW's to exhibit the oscillatory behavior
characteristic of sublattice formation. If the degeneracy
is broken in favor of q=0 for n =0 and is unbroken for
n =1 at this order, it is plausible for it to be broken in
favor of the &3 X&3 state for n ) 1. The fact that the
&3 X &3 state has a finite entropy per site for n ) 2
would suggest that it is favored by finite temperature.
However, a nonzero coupling between layers would be
needed for true long-range order to actually occur.

(6) We give a useful and simple criterion which charac-
terizes the removal of degeneracy. This criterion involves
a sum with alternating sign of (S(0) S(r)) as r goes
around a hexagon of sites. This sum is related to a local,
soft-mode eigenvector which we found within spin-wave
theory. This criterion can be used to extend the high-
temperature analysis to include nonzero J2 and J3 and/or
quantum corrections for finite S.

(7) The removal of degeneracy in y, (q) is nevertheless a
small effect. Although we have demonstrated that, in
principle, thermal fluctuations could conceivably lead to
ground-state selection, in realistic situations, quantum in-
teractions, further neighbor interactions, and other per-
turbations, such as dipole-dipole interactions, are likely
to determine the structure. Thus the observed state may
depend on the competition among small effects, as is the
case in the copper oxide materials.

(8) The fact that classically the &3 X V3 structure has
a finite entropy per site suggests that quantum interac-
tions give rise to an effective Hamiltonian within this de-
generate manifold which describes a removal of degenera-
cy and thereby a nontrivial thermodynamics on a very
small temperature scale. Preliminary results show that
this effective interaction mimics an Ising model on a tri-
angular lattice.

(9) Experimental measurements of the uniform static
susceptibility are well modeled by our high-temperature
expansion results. However, the fact that the data appear
to follow a Curie-Weiss law is a bit misleading since the
actual slope and intercept observed in Refs. 27 and 28
correspond to an intermediate-temperature regime and
are not the values which would be expected if the true
high-temperature regime were experimentally accessible.
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(10) The peak in the elastic powder-neutron-diffraction
data says essentially nothing about whether q=O or
3/3X3/3 order is preferred. This peak simply results
from the fact that there are short-range antiferromagnet-
ic correlations between spins on a kagome lattice.

(11)Because of the very large degeneracy of the ground
state of the pure kagome system, it seems likely that even
a small amount of dilution will stabilize a spin-glass-like
state at low temperatures as is observed experimentally.

Still open is the question of what happens in the quan-
tum case, particularly for S =

—,
' with nearest-neighbor in-

teractions only. It is possible that the ground state is not
of the Neel type for this case. A plausible alternative is
some kind of dimer (spin Peierls) state, such as those dis-

cussed by Elser and by Marston and Zeng. It is possi-
ble to pair all of the spins in the kagome lattice into
valence bond (singlet) states. However, there are an
infinite number of ways to do this, and it is not clear
whether the system will freeze into a single structure,
breaking translational symmetry, or whether it will
resonate among different equivalent structures, remaining
a spin liquid. High-temperature expansions, analogous to
the one presented here, for the bond-bond susceptibility
could shed some light on this problem.

y "(k)=J e

y2'3(k) =J,e

y,",'(k}=y", ,'(k),
—i(k ++3k )

y2 6(k) =8J2cos[(3k„—v'3k )/2],
y2'7(k) =y', "(k),

(1) i(k +)/3k )/2

y3'4(k) =y", 9(k),

y,",'(k) =y,",'(k),

y", ,'(k) =y", ,'(k),

} 3,8(k) y2, 6(k)

y", 9(k)=8J2cos[(3k, +v'3k )/2],
—i(k —+3k )/2X

(A8)

(A9)

(A10)

(A 1 1)

(A12)

(A13)

(A14)

(A15)

(A16)

(A17)

(A18)

(A19)

(A20)

(A21)
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(A22)

y.",p(k) =y'.+3,p+3(k) =y."+6,p+6(k), ~,P=1,2, 3

(A23)

y(1) (k) —y(1) (k)e

y(2) (k) —0

y "p(k) = —(3/2)y,"p(k), (2+P .

(A24)

(A25)

(A26)

For the case of nearest-neighbor interactions only, it is
straightforward to show that the linear-spin-wave spec-
trum for the &3 X v'3 structure is identical to that of the
q=O structure. Starting from Eq. (2.27) we first note
that, for J2 =J3 =0, [y'",y' ']=0, and hence the dynam-
ical matrix is simply

APPENDIX A

In this appendix we list the coupling constant matrices
for the 3/3 X3/3 structure, y'"p(k), n = 1,2;
a,p= 1, . . . , 9, which enter into Eqs. (2.8) and (2.27) and
which are used to calculate the linear-spin-wave spectra:

) g2[(y(1))2 4(y(2))2]

For both structures,

y(1) (k) —8J (3 +J y
(1)

(A27)

(A28a)

y" ' (k) =8J, —16J2+8J3,

y(1)(k) J e x

(1) i(k +)/3k )/2

(A 1)

where, for the q=O structure,

q p
=2A

(A28b)

(A29)

y", 4(k)= J3(e +e ' ), (A4)
where A is defined in Eq. (2.12). For the &3X &3 struc-
ture,

y", ,'(k) =8J2cos&3k

( ] )
( k ) J —i ( k~

— 3k ) / 2
&e

(AS}

(A6)

A B B
y("= B' W Bv'3 7

B B
(A30}

(A7) where
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e
—iq

iq&
e

2 e I 2
—iq i(q —

q )

lq2
e

—i(q —
q )

2
—iq

(A3 la)

APPENDIX B

8

C, = y C,'y'
1=1

(B1)

In this appendix we give the calculations of the contri-
butions C„ from diagram d labeled as in Fig. 11 where

B= e"
—i(q —

q )

(A3lb)

and q, =k„, q2 =(k„—+3k )/2 as in Eq. (2.12). y &-' is

reduced to block diagonal form by the unitary transfor-
mation

U=
I I I

1 I mI co I2

3 I co I cuI

(A32)

where I is a 3X3 unit matrix and co=e ' . The diago-
nal blocks of the transformed matrix are the 3X3 ma-
trices A +B +B+, A +mB+co B+, and A +~ B
+cuB+. The first of these, A +B +B+, is equal to y "'0
with q„q2, and q&

—
q2 cyclically permuted. The second

two blocks are unitarily equivalent
to F(k (2n/3)x). Thus the eigenvalues of y &-' are
equal to those of y q" 0 when the Brillouin zone of the
q=0 structure is folded back into the &3X&3 Brillouin
zone.

and y=PJIn W. e remind the reader that the dashed
lines connecting vertices i and j indicate the presence of a
factor S; S.. We start with diagram la, the one-step
walk.

Tr, 2S, S3exp( —nyS, .S2}
Ci, =

Tr& 2exp( —ny S&.S3)
(B2)

Tr(S; S ) =1/n,
Tr(S; S ) =3/[n(n+2)],
Tr(S; S ) =15/[n(n+2)(n+4)],

Tr(S; S~ ) =105/[n (n +2)(n +4)(n +6}] .

Thus, correct to order y,

(B2a}

(B2b)

(B2c}

(B2d)

We introduce a convenient shorthand in which the trace
operation on an operator A actually denotes a normal-
ized trace: TrA/Trl. With this convention we usually
do not have to indicate which spins are being traced over.
To evaluate C&, we use

—y ny l2(n —+2) ny —l8(n +2)(n +4) ny l—48(n +2)(n +4)(n +6)
Ci, =

1+ny /2+n y /8(n+2)+n y /48(n+2)(n+4)
ny 2n y n (5n + 12)y= —y+

(n +2) (n +2)(n +4} (n +2)2(n +4)(n +6)

(B3a)

(B3b)

Longer chain diagrams are easy to calculate. By relat-
ing the coordinate system for S& to the direction of S2,
one sees that

T«xp( —nyS, S,)F(S,, S3 Sk)

where a, b, c, and d label Cartesian components. Consid-
er the following quantity:

X—:Tr(S, S2) (S2 S3) (S, S3}

=Tr exp( —ny S,.S,)TrF (S„S3 Sk ) (B4a)
By using Eq. (B6) to perform the trace over, say, S, one
reduces X to a simple quantity. The result is then

and

TrS, exp( —ny S, Sz)F(S2,S3, . . . , Sk )

n+8
n (n+2)

(B8)

= TrS&.S2exp( —ny S, S2)TrS3 F (S3,S3, . . . , Sk ) .

(B4b}

Thus for a chain with k links (coming from diagram ka)

Also we will need various cumulant averages, defined
in Eq. (3.3). For example,

Tr[(S&.S2) S& S3S2 S3],=n'Tr[(S, .S3—) ],
=n 'I Tr(S, S3)

C„,=(C„)". (B5) —3[Tr(S, S3) ] ]

To evaluate the contributions from more complicated
diagrams, we will invoke various relations. One is

6

n (n+2)
(B9)

TrS'S S'S"= 1

n(n +2) (~a, b~a, d+8aa~b, d+ ~a, d, ~b, c ) ~ Next we consider the triangles. We start with the tri-
angle with no appendages. We take the external vertices

(B6) to be numbers 1 and 2. Then
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n4
C3b Tr[(S, Sz) S, S3SQ S3], (Bl() )

Next

Also

3

Tr[(S, S.) ],=— (Blob)

n' 6

C3b ] Tr(T]QT]3T»), +2, , Tr(T]zT]3T»),
3I2I

(B15a}
n'

C3], Tr[(S].Sz} (S].S~) (S~.S~) ], . (B1 1) 10n 2

=5C,'C, +6(C, ) = +
(n +2)(n +4) (n +2)~

—4(TrT]zT»T]&) +2!(TrT )

1=TrT]3 ( I+2T]q )
n n+2

3 4 2+
n3 n4 n3

(B12)

(B13)

Using the short-hand notation T, —=S, S. we write Eq.
(Bl 1) as

Tr[T,zT»Tl&] =TrT]&T~&T]&—3TrT TrT]&T»

(B15b)

In writing Eq. (B15b) we recognized the cumulants as be-
ing the same ones that would have risen for the linear
chain had we analyzed it using curnulants.

Next

7 7

C3b ] ]
Tr(T»T]3T»)~

] ] ]
T (rT]JT 3]T»),

(B16a)
where we used Eq. (B6) to obtain the first term in Eq.
(B13). Also when subscripts are omitted o]] T it is be-
cause they do not matter. Thus

n Tr(T]~T]s»), .
12

(B16b)

n (Sn +4)
(n +2)

(B14) We evaluate this term as follows:

Tr(T,zT]3T»)~ Tl T]QT]3 T» 2TrT TrT]zT]& —6TrT TrT]zT]3T»

TrT TrT,—gT» —6TrT, ~T]q TrT, zT» —16TrT]~T»T]qTrT]zT]qT»

+2!24TrT (TrT]zT]&T») +2!TrT (TrT ) +2!(12)(TrT~) TrT]zT]&

+2!(3)(TrT ) TrT]&T» —3!(3)(TrT ) (B17)

So

6
n~(n +2

48 6

n n (n+2)

1=TrT, ~ (1+2T]p )—

6 48
n n (n+2)

8n (7n+8)
(n +2) (n +4)

Finally, the mother of all triangles:

6(n +8)
) n (n+2)

24 6
n4 n4

18
n4

'

3

n (n+2)

(B18)

(B19)

8 8 8 8

Cz& =, Tr( T]zT]&Tz& ), ,
(2)Tr( T]zT]&T» },+, ,

(2)Tr( T]zT]&T» ), + . . . Tr( T]&T]&Tz& ),5!2! 2!3!3'!

n'
=7C', C, +10C',C, +6C,C, + Tr(T,zT»Tz~), .

(B20a)

(B20b}

Now we need

Y—:Tr(T»T»T»), = TrT»T', ,T» 9TrT'TrT»T'„T'„——27TrT»T»T»TrT»T»T], 27TrT'„T» TrT»—T»T]3

+2!(27)(TrT ) TrT]zT»T]&+2!(81)TrT TrT]zT»T]&TrT]zTzz+2!(36)(TrT]zT»T]3)
—3!(27}(TrT~)TrT]zT»T]z .

By an extension of Eq. (B6}to the product of six operators we obtain

(B21)
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Tr(Si.Sz) (Si.Sq)'(Sz. S3)

Tr(S, Sz) [9(S, Sz)+6(S,.Sz) ]

(B22a)

(B22b)

Thus

So

1 90 27
n (n +2)(n +4) n (n +2)(n +4) n (n +2)

9(3n +22)
n (n +2) (n +4)

n (n +2) (n +4) n (n +2)

576(5n +12n+8)
n (n +2) (n +4)

2 2
( +1 + )

(n +2) (n +4)z

27(n +8) 81 162 + 162 + 72
n4(n +2) n (n +2) n (n +2) n n

(B22c)

(B22d)

162
n'

(B23a)

(B23b)

(B24a)

7n (Sn +12) 32n 8n (Sn +12n+8)
(n+2) (n+4)(n+6) (n+2) (n+4) (n+2) (n+4)

n 2

[ 7n (5n +—12)(n +4)—32n (n +4)(n +6)+8(5n +12n+8)(n +6)]
(n +2)(n +4)(n +6)

2

( 27n ——208n —464n +384) .
(n +2}(n +4)(n +6)

(B24b)

(B24c)

(B24d)

Now to the decorated triangles, starting with diagram 4b of Fig. 10. The free end is vertex 4 and the external vertex
on the triangle is vertex number 1. So

n'
C4b= —,Tr(TfzTJ3Tz3Tz4T, 4),

n4
Tr( T,4T»T„),= —3C', C', ,

(B25a)

(B25b)

n 2 2C~b= Tr(Ti4T, zTf3Tz3Tz4) Tr(T, zTf3Tz3),
4 c 4

n (Sn +4)
(n+2)

7 7 7

C4b =—,Tr(T,4T,zT» Tz& Tz~), —,, (2)Tr(T, 4T,zT»Tzz Tz4)z —,
,
Tr(T,4T, T»zT Tzz4),z

n 4 n 2 3 n 2 3
4'I c 3I2I

6 6n n 3 3

4I
Tr(T, 4T»Tz4), — Tr(T|zT,3Tz3),4

(B26a)

(B26b)

(B27a)

(B27b}

5C&C] 9(C] )

Lastly, for this cluster:
8 8 8

C4b = (2)Tr(T&zT, 3Tz3Tz4T]4) + Tr(T&zT, &Tz&Tz4T, ~},+ Tr(T, zT&3Tz3Tz4T, 4),8 n 4 2 n 3 2 2 n 2 2 3

2I41 3I2I2I c 3I2I2I

7 7 8n 2 4 2 4 2 2 3 2 2

24
Tr(TizT, zTzq ), + Tr(TizT, qTzq ), + Tr(T, zTiqTzqTz4T, 4),24 24

(B27C)

(B28a)

7 8n 2 4 2 2 2 3

12
Tr(T,zTz3Tz3), + Tr(T|zT&3Tz3Tz4T, 4), .

24
(B28b)
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We evaluate the last term as

Y=—Tr(T,2T,sT25T24T, 4), = TrT»T»T25T24T, 4
T—rT TrT»T25T24T, 4

2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 3

—TrT TrT12T13T24T14 3 TrT TrT12T13T23T24T14

2 2 23 TrT12 T24 T14 T T13T23T24 T T12 T23 13T T13T23 T24T14
3

—Tr T13T23TrT12T24T14 —3 Tr T13T24Tr T12 T23T24 T142 2 3 2 2 2

2 2—3 Tr T23T24Tr T12 T13T24 T14 —12 Tr T13T32 T24 T41Tr T13T12 T32 T242 2

+2!(12)TrT,5 T52T24T4, TrT TrT, s T»T52+2!(TrT) TrT, 2T24T, 4

+2!(3}(TrT')'TrT»T,', T,4T,4+2!(3)(TrT }'TrT»T»T24T, 4

+2!(3)TrT TrT»T24T14TrTzsTz4+2!(3)TrT TrT12T24T, 4TrT13T24

+2!(3)TrT TrT»T24T, 4TrT13T23 3!(3)(TrT ) TrT, 2T14T24 (829a}

3(n +8}
n (n+2)

3 3
n' n'

3 3 3(n +8) 3 12

n (n+2) n (n+2) n (n+2) n n (n+2)
12 24 6 6 6 6 6 6 18

n' n' n'(n+2) n' n' n' n' n' n' '

3

n (n+2}

(829b)

where we used Eq. (86) repeatedly for the first trace and

Eq. (88) for the fourth trace. Thus
n'

C6„=C6, = Tr(T, 6 T—,2 T23T34T24 T45 Ts6} (832a)

24(5n +4)
n (n+2)

(829c) n'= —C3'b Tr( T23T34T24 ), (832b)

For the first term in Eq. (828b) we use the result of Eq.
(819),so that

n (61n +200n +144)
(n +2) (n +4)

Next

n (Sn +4)
(n +2)

6 6 n
C sb

=C 5, =, Tr( T12 T23 T34 T45 T, 5 T24 ),2

(832c)

(833a)

(833b)

and

=-" Tr T4 (831b)

7=7= n
C6b =C6, = —

21
Tr( T,6T12T25 T54T24T45 Tsb),2

(83la)
C =C7 7

5b 5c
n

4.
Tr(T» T23T34T24T45 T15 ), (834a)

n T 2 2 2 n(5n+4)
4 (n+2)

(834b)

8 8
n' 2n' 8

Csb Csc
41

Tr( T12T23 T34T45 T51T24 } +
3121

Tr( T12T23 T34T45 Tsl T24 ) +
3121

Tr( T12T23T34T45 T51T24 }3 2

5 6n 6 n
Tr( T24 },+ Tr( T,2T24T, 4),3 3

n 2 240 288
4! (n +2)(n +4) (n +2)2

(835a)

(835b}

(835c)

Next

3n
(n +2)

8 8 8
8

2C7b C7 C7d
1

Tr( T17 T'12T2$ T34T24T45 T56T67 ),
(836a)

Tr(T24), =- (836b)
and

Tr(T,2), =2 ' ' (n+2)

7C6 T ( T12T23 T34 T45 T56 T16 }3
e (837a)

(837b)
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C,', =0. (838) 8
8

C, = Tr( T,7 T67 T]6T]2T23 T3 T45 T56 ),2
e (841a)

8
n'

C6f
] ]

Tr( T]3T]2T23T34 T45 T56 T,6 ),2 2

2t2t
(839a)

For the hexagon when the external vertices are two
steps apart:

=3C,'C, =—

n4

2
Tr(T»T6, T,6),

3n

(n +2)

(841b)

(841c)

n'
4 13 12 23 )e ]b

n (5n +4)
(n +2)

(839b)

(839c)

For the two triangles:

8
8

C&d=
] ]

Tr(T, 2T]3T14T43'T35T25T23),
2 2 (842a)

For the heptagon:

8
n'

C7f ]
Tr(T]2T23T34T45T5$T$7T]7),3

n+2
Finally, for the hexagon with triangle:

(840a)
C»=n Tr(T, T23T 3T T T5sT$7T, ),8 2 (843a)

3

2 ' ' (n+2)
For the hexagon with a dangling bond:

(840b) =n Tr(T]3),
6n

(n +2)

(843b)

(843c)
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